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      The most effective secondary mathematics teachers are likely to have a ragged, well-loved copy of Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math on their desks. This book synthesizes decades of research that supports strong student learning outcomes and distills it into practical, easy-to-implement recommendations for teachers. New and experienced teachers alike will find new and important ideas that can be  used immediately to strengthen their practice and increase engagement with their mathematics learners.
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      Whether you are an aspiring, beginning, or experienced teacher of mathematics, the authors have put together an indispensable book that will become your most dog-eared professional resource. Combining findings from the literature with their extensive experience as teachers, the authors  answer some of the most frequently asked questions in five critical domains of effective mathematics teaching. This is the resource I wish I had when I was teaching!
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      This book answers key questions essential to setting up a classroom environment where students thrive using practical examples, tips, suggestions,  and addressing frequently asked questions. This is a great handbook for any new teacher trying to figure it all out.
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      Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math provides an excellent resource for new math teachers and veteran teachers alike. The advice is practical and written such that strategies for increasing access and equity in mathematics can be implemented at any time of the year. The book centers students as doers of mathematics and gives the reader easy-to-read advice for how to promote a discourse-centered classroom where every student can be successful in mathematics.
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      The authors of Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math are to be commended for writing this important book. How I wish I would have had such a resource when I began my career as a high school mathematics teacher. This book covers the why and the how of creating equitable mathematics classrooms from the very beginning. I also appreciate the strong focus on agency and identity. This book is a must-have for new secondary mathematics teachers. Experienced teachers will also find a wealth of resources for improving mathematics instruction.
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      I highly recommend Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math for current teachers, preservice teachers, instructional leaders  and administrators as a guide to embodying foundational truths about mathematics, including that every student is capable of developing deep mathematical understanding and contributing to the knowledge of the classroom community. Readers will be drawn to the insightful tips, concrete content examples, and helpful tables, which illuminate strategies and beliefs to thrive. Add this book to your shelf today!
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      Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math is a must for every teacher of mathematics! This is a resource filled with practical guidance, accessible resources, and opportunities to reflect on your teaching journey. Whether you are just starting your journey or far into that journey, keep this book with you throughout and enjoy the journey!




  
          Trena L. Wilkerson




              


    
      



 


 
      Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math is a fabulous tour de force of the big ideas in teaching mathematics that will enable preservice and in-service teachers to optimize their teaching practices and to maximize the opportunity to learn for all students. It is the most practical condensation of recommendations for the teaching of mathematics to date.




  
          J. Michael Shaughnessy




              


    
      



 


 
      Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math is an invaluable distillation of the most current, research-based best practices with practical strategies for implementing them. Written by classroom teachers, for classroom teachers, this book belongs on the shelf of every secondary math teacher.
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      Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math is a musthave for every new and early career teacher and a great resource for those who are experienced. The wealth of knowledge and strategies shared here make this an invaluable resource and will positively impact student learning. I wish I had this when I started teaching middle school 25+ years ago!
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      This book is incredibly helpful to understand key ideas and practices for new international teachers. The book gives a very efficient and easy-to understand overview of critical questions a teacher can have while teaching high school mathematics. As a mathematics educator, I would definitely recommend this book to my senior mathematics teachers, reading and reflecting on the questions in the book will support their readiness and transition into being a teacher.
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      Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math employs a strengths-based approach to promote high-quality secondary mathematics teaching. The authors draw from a wealth of experiences to offer practitioners activities and resources to engage students in the mathematics teaching and learning dynamic. This book is an invaluable resource for advancing accessible approaches to bolster student agency in mathematics classrooms.




  
          Christopher C. Jett




              


    
      



 


 
      Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Secondary Math provides guidance to middle and high school teachers who are trying to change the nature of the way math is taught and learned in their classrooms. From how to build a classroom community to how to assess and advance student learning, the five key questions focus on essential elements required to create an environment in which each and every student can flourish. The practical advice provided reflects the cumulative experience and wisdom of the author team and is sure to resonate with teachers.




  
          Margaret (Peg) S. Smith




              


    
      



 


 
      Teaching is complex! This book helps break that complexity into manageable approaches. As someone who has been leading professional development for over 20 years, this book helped me consider new and important ways to think about common questions and dilemmas teachers encounter every day. If your focus is on developing a more equitable classroom then this book is for you!




  
          Jen Mossgrove




              


    
      



 


 
      This book does an excellent job formalizing a comprehensive approach to creating an environment in the mathematics classrooms that promotes equity, access, and a voice to all learners. I highly recommend this book to all mathematics teachers— beginning and experienced—and teacher educators, as it provides a blueprint for effective mathematics instruction.




  
          Nadia Monrose Mills
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.
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